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Abstract
In this paper, we provide a synthetic data generator
methodology with fully controlled, multifaceted variations
based on a new 3D face dataset (3DU-Face). We cus-
tomized synthetic datasets to address specific types of vari-
ations (scale, pose, occlusion, blur, etc.), and systematically
investigate the influence of different variations on face de-
tection performances. We examine whether and how these
factors contribute to better face detection performances.
We validate our synthetic data augmentation for different
face detectors (Faster RCNN, SSH and HR) on various face
datasets (MAFA, UFDD and Wider Face).
1. Introduction
Face detection is one of the important topics in the field
of computer vision. It plays a fundamental role in basically
all face related applications. Face detection is the problem
of determining the presence of faces in images and their
precise locations. Face detection is confronted with differ-
ent challenges such as variations in scale, pose, expression,
occlusion and illumination which all may have a negative
influence on the performance of face detection methods. In
Table 1, we summarized the different characteristics of var-
ious face detection benchmarks. From the table, it can be
derived that many datasets are limited in representing ex-
treme poses, different scales and heavy occlusions. How-
ever, datasets containing face images under a wide variety
of imaging conditions are required to develop face detec-
tors which are robust to all variations of image formation
process.
Face detectors are designed to address only a limited
set of variations in real-world situations. For example,
FAN[33] uses an attention based structure and data aug-
mentation to cope with facial occlusion. PCN [29] proposes
rotation-invariant face detection in a coarse-to-fine manner
by dividing the calibration process into several progressive
steps. The HR detector [15] combines both features and
image pyramids to make the algorithm robustness against
extreme face scales. In Table 2, we show that different face
detectors are designed to cope with different imaging con-
ditions. These face detectors heavily rely on the availability
of large-scale annotated datasets. Collecting and annotat-
ing real-world datasets with different imaging conditions is
tedious, time consuming and in some cases even unfeasi-
ble. Furthermore, it is difficult to systematically vary the
imaging parameters and to avoid errors during the annota-
tion process. Errors in ground truth may lead to far-reaching
impact on training and testing of the networks. Therefore,
our contribution is to generate synthetic data, as comple-
mentary to real data, to create fully controlled datasets by
means of automatic and error-less annotation. To validate
our methodology, we train different face detectors on a com-
bination of real data and fully controlled synthetic dataset,
to systematically address the imaging variations. Our syn-
thetic images are rendered versions of real 3D faces with
changes in viewpoint, scale, illumination, occlusion and
background. Hence, the variation of imaging conditions is
performed in 3D space.
Our contributions are (1) we provide a new face dataset
(3DU-Face) with a large variety of imaging conditions such
as scale, pose, occlusion, blur, etc., (2) large scale experi-
ments to systematically study the impact of data augmenta-
tion on the performance of face detection, (3) a comparative
study of state-of-the-art face detectors (Faster RCNN, SSH
and HR) on different face benchmarks (MAFA, UFDD and
Wider Face).
2. Related Work
2.1. Face Detection
Often face detection is considered as a special case of ob-
ject detection. Object detectors are, in general, categorized
as one-step (e.g. SSD, YOLO) and two-step (e.g. Faster
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Feature
Datasets
MAFA UFDD Wider
landmark occlusion X X X
complex background X
extreme pose X
extreme scale X X
heavy occlusion X X X
blur X X X
extreme illumination X X
misleading objects X X
Table 1. Three face detection benchmarks and their characteristics.
Feature
Detector
Faster RCNN SSH HR
landmark occlusion X X X
complex background X X X
extreme pose X X
extreme scale X X
heavy occlusion X
blur X
extreme illumination X
misleading objects
Table 2. Three advanced face detectors and their characteristics.
R-CNN) detectors. Two-step detectors mostly use region
proposals and classification, while one-step detectors only
rely on single feed-forward convolutional networks (with-
out classification).
Most of the face detectors are designed to address spe-
cific variations in real-world scenarios e.g. scale[37, 36, 40,
43, 12, 40, 42, 31], occlusion[7, 11, 33, 17], pose[29] or
lighting condition[41]. Therefore, face detectors are mostly
suitable for datasets with corresponding characteristics and
may lack generalization power (cross datasets). For exam-
ple, a single face detector may be restricted in handling
a wide range of face scales (e.g., 10 px vs. 1000 px tall
faces). Therefore, HR uses extremely large receptive fields
to locate tiny faces. It also applies multi-scale testing by us-
ing an image pyramid to capture extreme scale features[15].
To detect occluded faces [11], a local linear embedding
method is used to reduce noise and recover the lost cues.
For blurry scenes, Bai et al. [3] propose a GAN based super-
resolution and refinement network framework. It restores
high-resolution faces from blurry ones. For face detection,
blurry and low-resolution faces only have few features to
extract from. Also, the boundary between the object and
background is often difficult to distinguish.
2.2. Face Synthesis
Synthetic data is useful to improve the performance in
face related applications[21, 25, 1, 19]. The generation of
synthetic face images can be achieved by face editing meth-
ods including shape morphing[5], relighting[34, 30], pose
normalization[13, 44, 38], and expression modification[32,
26]. Recently, GAN-based methods provide realistic re-
sults of facial attribute manipulation [8, 28, 20] but they are
bounded by the limitations of the training images. Train-
ing images merely cover a narrow range of variations, and
may cause artifacts during generation. Face synthesis meth-
ods are widely used in face recognition tasks[21, 19], be-
cause such tasks rely on extensive face attribute informa-
tion. However, in our paper, we focus on generating face
images for face detection also considering extreme varia-
tions such as large scale and heavy blur. Existing datasets
mostly contain subtle face attribute manipulation. Further,
existing methods directly manipulate faces in 2D. This may
hinder their application in handling extreme imaging con-
ditions. Our synthetic images are rendered versions of real
3D faces. Data generation in 3D space enables the process
of including extreme changes in viewpoint, scale, illumina-
tion, occlusion and background.
2.3. Influence of detection characteristics
The performance of detectors are affected by both net-
work architecture and object characteristics. Hoiem et al.
[14] provides an extensive analysis on the influence of dif-
ferent variations on different detectors. Another compari-
son study[16] focuses on the trade-off between speed and
performance of meta-architecture detectors. Karaoglu et
al.[18] exploits the correlation between different object de-
tectors by means of high-level contextual information. In
this paper, we focus on faces and their characteristics. The
aim is to study the influence of different data augmentation
methods on face detection performance.
3. Challenges for Face Detection
Pose can significantly change the appearance of a face.
Extreme poses may result in heavy occlusion or skewed as-
pect ratio of the face bounding box. Most (deep) face de-
tectors use augmented data by rotating faces over different
angles, or jointly estimate the pose[24] to obtain robustness
against pose variations[10]. PCN[29] calibrates the orienta-
tion of faces to upright at different stages progressively.
Scale changes may have a negative influence on the per-
formance of face detection. For example, the image features
for a 10px face are essentially different than of a 1000px
sized face. Combining feature pyramids and multi-scale
testing is used to detect faces of extreme scales[15].
Context information can play a crucial role in determin-
ing the precise location of faces. Faces in unconstrained
settings may be surrounded or occluded by different ob-
jects. Round-shaped, background objects may result in false
positives. For example, HR[15] uses large-scale context in-
formation to locate tiny faces. SSH [23] applies a context
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Figure 1. An overview of rendering pipeline. It shows the generation of real-synthetic images. First, pose, background and occlusion are
manipulated on the original 3D models. Then, the 3D models are converted into 2D images. The figure of the pose variation is taken from
[2].
module to effectively use background features.
Facial occlusion may obstruct the presence of valuable
information for detection[11]. Facial occlusion can be di-
vided into two different categories: landmark occlusion and
heavy occlusion. Landmark occlusion means that only a
few landmarks like eyes or mouths are occluded, while most
of the face is still visible. In contrast, heavy occlusion
means that more than half of the face is missing due to oc-
clusion, image border or extreme pose[7]. Or that a face is
occluded by another face.
Illumination changes may substantially influence the
appearance of faces. For example, it is difficult to distin-
guish faces, under extreme lighting conditions, from the
background. Zhou et al. [41] uses multi-spectrum sensing
to detect faces under low lighting conditions.
Blur and Low resolution usually impede face detectors
from retrieving available information. For example, im-
ages may be distorted in collection, storage, or transmis-
sion, leading to degraded quality of images[39]. In some
extreme cases, only the outline of the faces can be identi-
fied. Bai et al. [3] use GANs to refine blurry faces to im-
prove performance. Refinement network or multi-scale test-
ing are feasible solutions to detect blurry or low-resolution
faces.
4. Face Detection: Datasets
In this section, we discuss a number of well-known face
detection benchmarks and their characteristics.
MAFA is a representative dataset of face images with
occlusion. The dataset is mainly composed of occluded
samples using different types of occlusions[11]. To cope
with the interference of pose, MAFA only includes a narrow
range of head poses. MAFA has three types of annotations
in the dataset: masked, unmasked and ignored. Faces are
extremely blurry or tiny where faces with a side length of
less than 32 pixels are labeled as ’Ignored’.
UFDD contains faces in different weather conditions and
other challenging variations concerning lens impediments,
motion blur and defocus blur[22]. Additionally, it has a col-
lection of distracting images. For the UFDD dataset, the
most challenging part is the extreme lighting and blur.
Wider Face is the most challenging benchmark for face
detection [35]. It includes various events (e.g., basketball,
football) with a variety of backgrounds. The large number
of faces contain extreme poses, exaggerated expressions,
heavy occlusion and extreme lighting conditions. The most
challenging part of Wider Face is the extreme scale. Wider
Face has three categories of difficulty: easy, medium, and
hard. The criteria to categorize faces into these different
categories are vague. Our Table 3 shows the basic charac-
teristics of faces, irrespective of invalid faces, in the Wider
Face validation partition.
Partition Large Medium Tiny
Height 50-400(96.6%) 30-50(99%) 10-30(99%)
Width 20-300(96.3%) 10-70(99.7%) 8-20(95%)
Number 7211 6108 18636
Table 3. Face scale information of the validation set in Wider Face.
We distinguish three face categories based on height and width.
Proportion information represents the percentage of faces that fits
within the scale interval.
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4.1. Face Detectors
In this section, we outline the different face detection al-
gorithms used for comparison.
Faster RCNN is one of the mostly used object detec-
tors in the literature. It is not designed to be robust against
challenging variations [27] for face detection.
SSH is an extremely fast one-step face detector. It is
designed to be scale invariant [23]. To accelerate the infer-
ence process, it removes selectively a number of parameters
from the structure. This strategy has a negative influence on
the detector’s performance. SSH requires additional multi-
scale processing to detect faces with extreme scales.
HR face detector performs well on tiny faces by us-
ing wide-range contextual information and using testing on
multiple resolutions [15]. Its architecture resembles RPN
[27] and uses both feature pyramids and image pyramids.
However, HR face detector trained on Wider Face is ex-
tremely sensitive to tiny, round objects in the background.
HR heavily relies on contextual information to locate faces.
For faces with limited information (e.g., heavily occluded,
extremely small or blurry), complex background may hin-
der precise detection.
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Figure 2. Performance comparison on the basic settings of our
training data. It includes the effect of training data size on both
(a) Wider Face validation set and (b) MAFA test set. (c) and (d)
respectively show the effects of objects and background on Wider
Face validation with HR.
5. Data Augmentation
Data augmentation is based on our new 3D face dataset
(3DU-Face). It contains 700 3D face mesh models with
high-resolution texture of 435 different individuals. Some
people may have multiple recordings taken at different
times and imaging conditions. Most of the 3D models are
taken in the wild under uncontrolled conditions. The 3D
models contain 50 facial landmarks annotated by human ex-
perts.
Using the 3D models, the 2D images (projections) are
rendered. The rendering pipeline is built in Blender 2.78.
To change the viewpoint, the model is rotated over different
Euler angles. The camera is kept in the same position. The
parameters of pitch, yaw and roll are selected randomly us-
ing different ranges. For face scale variation, we change the
distance between camera and the face models within a fixed
range. The ground truth for face detection is generated from
the 3D landmarks. The bounding box is generated to tightly
encompass the forehead, chin, and cheek. The size of the
faces is larger than 10× 8 pixels.
In this paper, data is created that include face occlusion.
Current approaches focus on (1) cropping face images or
(2) using GAN to generate. However, both approaches have
drawbacks. Cropping will reduce the information of face
and may not provide sufficient generalization in case of real
occlusion samples. GAN-based methods are able to gen-
erate subtle face attributes. However, for more global im-
age/face changes, GAN may generate blurry results and ar-
tifacts. Therefore, in this paper, our aim is to generate face
images in 3D space. We randomly add different 3D objects
like sunglasses, hats, and helmets in the 3D space before
rendering. All objects are placed at a selective locations to
simulate landmark occlusion. To simulate occlusion, face
regions are divided into three different face parts: head, eye
and mouth. More than 1000 different combinations of oc-
clusion are generated for each model.
6. Results
Experiments are conducted to systematically study the
influence of data augmentation on the performance of face
detection. We compare three face detection methods on
the following face detection benchmarks: MAFA, UFDD
and Wider Face. The face detection methods are Faster
RCNN[27], SSH[23] and HR[15].
6.1. Implementation Details
6.1.1 Settings of rendering process
This section is to demonstrate the basic settings of our ren-
dering process . The 3D models are not changed in terms
of shape or texture in experiments. We choose 100 fixed
3D models as experimental subjects and set the default for
pitch, roll and yaw randomly in ranges of (-15, 15), (-15,
15), (-60, 60), respectively. For each face model, the ro-
tation origin is the center of its landmarks, irrespective of
invalid landmarks. All the face models are aligned by us-
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Figure 3. Performance comparison on pose variation. Across
pitch, yaw, and roll, different colors represent the rotated degree,
as labeled at the top right (e.g., ”15” means ”-15” to ”15”.)
ing landmarks with an anchor model. The anchor model is
aligned to the global axis in Blender. Within a fixed range
(from 1 to 48 faces), we randomize the number of faces in
each image. The distance between each model and cam-
era is randomly selected within the range of 0 to 20 me-
ters. The size of the faces is larger than 10 × 8 pixels. 50
HDR images (no humans) are taken from Shape Net [6] and
used as backgrounds. These images provide environment
lighting and background variations for the synthetic images.
The background dataset includes both indoor and outdoor
scenes. Back face culling is applied to avoid artifacts in the
rendered results.
6.1.2 Settings of the face detectors
In the following experiments, we test our data augmentation
methods with different face detectors on three benchmarks.
We first train the face detectors on synthetic data and test
them on real data. We also validate the methods on a sub-
set of real data for the training part. Every dataset has its
own domain. There are many different parameters in our
rendering pipeline. It is unlikely to find the optimal set-
ting for a specific real dataset. However, after comparing
the performance on real data with different rendering pa-
rameters, we attain suitable and effective configurations for
testing. We use the augmented synthetic data to improve
the performance for real data. Different face detectors have
their own approaches to augment data, like flipping, crop-
ping, or transforming images. For fair comparison, we keep
their original operations and hyper-parameters. For SSH
and HR, we deploy their algorithms on one single GPU[4].
For Faster RCNN, we use the implementation from [9].
6.2. The influence of data augmentation
In this section, we study the influence of various data
augmentation formats. For this purpose, HR is considered.
We do not employ Faster RCNN or SSH for extensive anal-
ysis but we rather use them to test performance of data
augmentation. Faster RCNN is a generic detector without
multi-scale testing, of which the performance may not re-
flect all the changes in variations. SSH is designed to be
an scale-invariant one-step detector. For all experiments,
we study one variation at the time. The other variations are
kept the same.
The influence of basic training data settings: We
change the number of images to test the influence of train-
ing dataset size. As shown in Figure 4.(a), the increase
of synthetic images continuously improves the performance
on hard, but not easy and medium, levels. This is because
more than half of the faces, for the hard level, are tiny faces.
In the training process, large faces generate much more pos-
itive samples than tiny faces. Hence, larger training samples
are more useful for tiny faces. Simply increasing the num-
ber of synthetic images may lead to over-fitting. Because
most of faces from the Wider Face dataset contain extreme
scales, a test is performed on MAFA to examine our con-
clusion about the (training) dataset size in Figure 4.(b). It
shows that the performance on both occluded faces and full
datasets (including occluded and unoccluded faces) is sat-
urated after adding more training images. Moreover, back-
ground is crucial. HDR images provide higher resolution
and less sharper results than real images. HDR images have
their own bias in respect to other images; the increase of the
number of HDR images does not improve the performance
constantly (see Figure 4.(d)). In Figure 4.(c), we study the
influence of the number of 3D objects. It shows that the
number of 3D models does not strongly influence the per-
formance. This may be because the face detection task does
not heavily rely on the attribute or identity information of
the faces. Also, our 3D models may have their own bias
(e.g. annotation bias, mesh corruption or scanner noise).
The influence of pose: To investigate the effect of head
pose, we render faces with different ranges of pitch, roll and
yaw, and test them on the Wider Face validation dataset.
As shown in Figure 3, for pitch, roll or yaw, the minimal
range gives better performance than others. The reason is
that the majority of faces in the dataset do not contain ex-
treme poses. Also, the face detectors need sufficient data
to learn the representation of faces. Then, the different
portions of extreme orientations are added to the training
dataset, see Figure 5.(b). A small range of extreme pose
boosts the performance of large and medium faces because
most of the tiny faces (hard level) are extremely blurry and
pose-agnostic. For the HR detector, most of the tiny faces
are detected by multi-scale testing. Features from generic
faces are more useful for detecting tiny faces.
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Figure 4. Performance comparison on the basic settings of our ren-
der pipeline. It includes the effect of training data size on both (a)
Wider Face validation set and (b) MAFA test set. (c) and (d) re-
spectively show the effects of objects and background on Wider
Face validation with HR.
The influence of occlusion: We test two different types
of face occlusion. The first type of occlusion is from other
objects in the scene. MAFA focuses on the occlusion of face
images. We test our augmentation methods for this first type
of occlusion on the MAFA test set for three different occlu-
sion settings: the baseline condition with no extra occlu-
sion, landmark occlusion, and mixed occlusion (both land-
mark and heavy occlusion). For all occluded cases, none
of the 2D faces is occluded by parts of the other 3D face
models. As shown in Figure 5.(c), the performance on the
MAFA test set improves drastically after adding occlusion
in the synthetic training dataset. HR becomes more robust
after training on synthetic faces with landmark and heavy
occlusions. Some occlusion examples from our synthetic
data are shown in Figure 1.
The second type of occlusion is from other faces or hu-
man body parts. We choose the Wider Face validation set,
to study how this second type of occlusion in our synthetic
training data influences the performance of HR. This is be-
cause most images in the Wider Face are acquired using un-
constrained settings. Many of the images are group pictures,
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Figure 5. Performance comparison on other variations. Only (c)
tests on MAFA test set, while the remaining are on Wider Face
validation set. (a) shows the results of adding different noise lev-
els from the down-sampling or up-sampling process; (b) shows the
results after adding small-portions of extreme poses to the training
dataset; (c) shows the results of adding different types of occlu-
sion; (d) shows the results of adding occlusion from other faces.
and each image may have hundreds of tiny faces. We set a
threshold for overlapping faces. This is to avoid other large
faces to cover the tiny faces. As shown in Figure 5.(d), af-
ter adding occlusion from other faces in the training dataset,
the performance of HR for hard level in Wider Face valida-
tion set improves substantially. The results on the first type
of occlusion demonstrates the effectiveness of our occlusion
augmentation. Our synthetic data provides suitable noise to
simulate the patterns of occlusion. As for the second kind
of occlusion, the samples in training dataset are needed for
detectors to learn to distinguish the boundary between dif-
ferent faces.
The influence of noise: Each benchmark has its own
type of configuration. For the Wider Face dataset, the orig-
inal high-resolution images are downloaded using a search
engine and resized to a predetermined width of 1024 pixel.
This process introduces noise caused down-sampling or up-
sampling. Therefore, we first render images with multi-
ple resolutions (as Set A, B and C as below), and then re-
size them to one fixed resolution (1024×768). Set A in-
cludes multiple high-resolution images (4096, 3072, 2048).
Set B has multiple high- and low-resolution images (4096,
3072, 2048, 512, 256, 128). And Set C has multiple low-
resolution images(512, 256, 128). We demonstrate the in-
fluence of noise for the different difficulty levels of Wider
Face in Figure 5.(a). The performance for all the difficulty
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levels of Wider Face has been improved, especially for tiny
faces. Set A achieves the best performance on Wider Face.
This is because sampling process is also changing the size
of the original faces in the rendered images. The tiny faces
for real data are resized from large faces as our operation in
Set A. As for Set B and C, a part of the large and medium
faces are resized from the original tiny faces in the rendered
images.
6.3. Performance comparison on synthetic data
In Table 4, we show the performance comparison about
three synthetic data sets on Wider Face validation set. These
three synthetic datasets s1, s2, s3 are combined with real
data to improve detection performance for UFDD[22] and
Wider Face respectively in Section 6.4.2 and 6.4.3.
Set Easy Medium Hard
s1 0.795 0.742 0.502
s2 0.818 0.774 0.53
s3 0.828 0.796 0.627
Table 4. Average precision from HR[15] trained on different sets
of synthetic data. These three sets are combined with real data
to improve detectors’ performance. Different settings: s1 is our
basic settings for rendering with light occlusion. s2 combines s1
with extra occlusion from other faces in the render process. s3
adds additional blurry results from down-sampled high resolution
images into s2.
6.4. Improving face detector performance by data
augmentation
In this section, we study how to use our synthetic data to
improve the performance of the face detectors (i.e., Faster
RCNN, SSH and HR) on real datasets. We train on a com-
bination of Wider Face and synthetic data and then test on
MAFA, UFDD and Wider Face. Visualization of our detec-
tion results are shown in Figure 9.
6.4.1 MAFA
We only use mixed face occlusion (that is landmark and
heavy occlusion as in 6.2 for data augmentation for MAFA.
This is because during the collection and annotation pro-
cess, MAFA has constraints on the different types of vari-
ations. The synthetic images for data augmentation follow
the same setting of MAFA training set. Our hypothesis is
that the training data size will have an effect on the perfor-
mance. As shown in Figure 6, the performance of different
detectors improves with the increase of the number of syn-
thetic images. However, after adding more and more data,
the performance saturates and drops. The reason could be
that there is a domain gap between the synthetic and real
data. Our synthetic data may not be as complex as real
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Figure 6. Performance comparison on different sizes of synthetic
data in training on MAFA test set with different detectors.
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Figure 7. Performance comparison on different data augmenta-
tions on UFDD test set with different detectors.the table is not
visible and not clear.
data. Also, our synthetic data inherits biases (e.g. anno-
tation bias or mesh corruption) from the original (real) 3D
models. Therefore, there is a inverted U-shape relationship
between the increase of synthetic data in training and per-
formance.
6.4.2 UFDD
In this section, our data augmentation is used with the Wider
Face only. This is because (1) the training dataset of UFDD
is not made public, and (2) UFDD itself is trained on Wider
Face [22]. Three synthetic datasets s1, s2, s3 are combined
with real data to improve detectors’ performance. Differ-
ent settings: s1 is our basic settings for rendering with light
occlusion. s2 combines s1 with extra occlusion from other
faces in the render process. s3 adds additional blurry re-
sults from down-sampled high resolution images into s2.
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Figure 8. Performance comparison on different data augmenta-
tions on Wider Face validation set with different detectors.
The performance of data augmentation is shown in Table 4.
The influence of our data augmentation is shown in Figure
7. After merging synthetic data and real data together, the
performance of Faster RCNN, which is trained on real data,
improves significantly on r + s1 and r + s2. Given that
Faster RCNN is not trained for different scales, the noise
of s3 impedes its performance. As for SSH, its architecture
and parameters heavily rely on Wider Face. For UFDD,
its performance becomes saturated after being trained on
real data. After adding synthetic data, its performance is
even worse than Faster RCNN. Faces in UFDD are not very
challenging to HR; the performance therefore only changes
slightly after using our data augmentation.
6.4.3 Wider Face
We still use the same setting s1, s2, s3 as in 6.4.2 to perform
data augmentation for Wider Face. The performance com-
parison is shown in Figure 8. Faster RCNN is a generic
object detector without multi-scale testing. Hence, it is
supposed to generate fewer predictions than HR and SSH.
After we add synthetic data, the performance substantially
improves for all levels. The performance of HR and SSH
nearly saturate after being trained on real data.
6.5. Analysis
6.5.1 Analysis of synthetic data
The advantage of synthetic data is that the variations in
dataset can be fully controlled. Although, there is always a
domain gap between synthetic data and real data, this paper
shows that synthetic augmentation can provide large-scale
datasets with annotations conveniently and precisely. Our
results show the applicability of synthetic data as an alter-
native to real data.
6.5.2 Analysis of false positives
False positives are the primary factor that decrease the per-
formance. In Figure 10, we plot a number of false positive
examples. There are two major sources of false positive in
our detection results.
The first source is annotation. Different datasets have
their own annotation process. This process may have a neg-
ative influence on our predictions. For example, the annota-
tion of occluded faces in Wider Face is based on the region
of the entire face (Figure 10.(c)). In comparison, UFDD
often annotates the visible part of occluded faces ((Figure
10.(b)). MAFA uses square annotation, which may con-
tain background information of surrounding faces (Figure
10.(a)). Moreover, human annotators may not be able to an-
notate all the tiny and blurry faces in the background, see
Figure 10.(f).
The second source of false positives is due to confus-
ing objects, such as round-shaped objects and human body
parts. Because real data has much more diverse and com-
plex background than synthetic data. Our synthetic im-
ages are rendered from 3D face models. Most of these 3D
face models only depict the upper part of the human body.
Therefore, our rendering results are inherently unrepresen-
tative for other human body parts. As a result, other hu-
man body parts (see Figure 10.(e)) and accessories can be a
source of false positives.
6.5.3 Analysis of face detectors
Based on our detection results, we analyze the characteris-
tics of three detectors respectively (1) Faster RCNN is an
object, instead of face, detector. It does not adjust its set-
tings of anchors for the face detection benchmarks. And
it has fewer predictions without multi-scale testing. Despite
that, our synthetic data augmentation substantially improves
its performance on multiple challenging datasets. (2) SSH
is a face-targeted detector. However, our synthetic data aug-
mentation is not able to outperform Faster RCNN in most
of the detection tasks except for the hard level of Wider
Face. Designed to cope with scale, SSH results in worse
performance when other variations are encountered. Detec-
tors have a trade-off between speed and performance[16].
SSH pursues fast speed in inference process such that its
light weight architecture is equipped to handle other varia-
tions. (3) Although the HR face detector already has excel-
lent performance for different kinds of variations, our syn-
thetic data still improves its performance. However, HR has
a drawback that is extremely sensitive to small round-shape
objects given its tiny-face-targeted architecture. HR gener-
ates more false positives than other detectors. It restricts the
generalization on regular faces.
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occlusion illumination
expression scaleblur pose
Figure 9. Qualitative results on different variations of real dataset. We visualize examples of each variation.
Figure 10. False positive examples derived from our detection results. In both Figure 9 and Figure 10, the green bounding boxes are the
ground truth boxes; the bounding boxes with other colors are predictions with different confidence intervals; and the red bounding boxes are
false negative examples. (a) is a square annotation example from the MAFA test set. (b) and (c) are occlusion annotations of, respectively,
UFDD and Wider Face. (f) only has three annotations for ground truth but actually has more unlabeled faces.(d), (e) and (g) are a number
of examples of the real dataset.
7. Conclusion
In this paper, we provide a synthetic data generator
methodology with fully controlled, multifaceted variations
based on a new 3D face dataset (3DU-Face). We cus-
tomized synthetic datasets to address specific types of vari-
ations (scale, pose, occlusion, blur, etc.), and systematically
investigate the influence of different variations on face de-
tection performances. We validate our synthetic data aug-
mentation for different face detectors (Faster RCNN, SSH
and HR) on various face datasets (MAFA, UFDD and Wider
Face).
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